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The Music Issue

“If I had my life to live over again, I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at least
once every week.”
― Charles Darwin

H

ow do you like your music served: big-name
stars at stadium concerts, via radio as you
make your way through midtown traffic,
dance club pulsations where you hear the
bass in your heart, alone in your living
room with Nina Simone and a glass of merlot?
If I could choose my favorite way to have music served
up, it would be an open mic night. I love those random
gatherings, of often mismatched musicians, putting it all
out there. I love the vulnerability of small venues and
amateur musicians. Those kinds of performances
demand that you be in the present moment and reveal a
genuineness which is hard for big stadium performers to
capture. Given the incredible popularity of shows like
The Voice and The X Factor, I am clearly not alone in
wanting a side of vulnerability with my music. And
buskers, I really like buskers, especially in the subway.
I am not a fan of background music. It seems as if there is
a constant stream of noise everywhere you turn - they
pipe it into stores, elevators, even the yoga studio I favor
on my trips up north now uses music in most of the
classes - some weird mix of 90s aerobics and
enlightenment. Could anyone ever reach enlightenment
listening to an acoustic remix of Justin Bieber?
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The truth is my favorite noises are the ones found in
silence ... I long for silence. Be still, be quiet, put your
phone away and listen. I hear the tweeting of a bird,
voices in the distance, the whirring of my office fan and
the gentle hum of my computer as I write. Silence is so
rare and elusive - even as you get close your breath will
interrupt with the crescendo of your inner music.

Writers: Jane Bauer, Jan Chaiken, Marcia
Chaiken, Jon Darby, Julie Etra, Brooke Gazer,
Leigh Morrow, Carole Reedy, Alvin Starkman,
Deborah Van Hoewyk, Kary Vannice

This month our writers explore music. From opera to
Son Jarocho, music is a language that transcends
boundaries of geography or status. I love imagining
Deborah Van Hoewyk listening to country music and
Julie Etra dancing in Cuba. Great music plays to the
commonality of human emotion that lives within each of
us. I loved all the articles this month and they
enlightened me to new types listening pleasures. Music’s
power is evident when explored as a form of protest in
Kary Vannice’s piece ‘Rhythm and Resistance.’ If you are
going to be on the coast in November be sure to check out
Mazunte Jazz Festival, Leigh Morrow has written about
the fabulous and diverse line-up.
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Happy Listening!
See you in November,

Jane
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Son Jarocho
By Julie Etra

S

on Jarocho is a type
of folk and dance
music originating in
the coastal state of
Veracruz. “Jarocho”
is a colloquial term for the
people and culture of Veracruz.
Son Jarocho has developed over
the last 250 years, blending and
fusing the music of indigenous,
Spanish, and African roots. The
indigenous components come
primarily from the region known
as the Huasteca, which includes
parts of
the states of
Tamaulipas, Veracruz, Puebla,
Hidalgo, San Luis Potosí, Querétaro, and Guanajuato. The
Huastecs are of course now only a fraction of their former
population, with the Nahua the remaining dominant
indigenous group (speaking Nahuatl, considered the dominant
dialect of the Aztecs). The people who occupy the region share
much in culture, including the music addressed in this article,
and festivals such as Xantolo (Día de los muertos or Day of the
Dead).
Percussion, syncopation, and improvisation distinguish son
jarocho. The ensembles, which include the musicians and
their instruments, are called a conjunto jarocho which features
the jarana, an 8- 12-stringed instrument, that resembles a
guitar; sometimes it is the only instrument. (Guitars, their
Mexican modified offspring, and other stringed instruments
such as the violin are of Spanish origin). Three instruments,
the arpas jarochas (harps), the jarana jarocho, and the 4stringed, plucked requinto jarocho, often form the musical
basis of a son jarocho. The arpa jarocha is a large wooden harp
with 32-26 strings. Construction of the requinto jarocho, also
called the javelina, varies, but the most cherished are carved
from a solid piece of cedar. Jaranas can be of various sizes,
with a smallest called “mosquitos.” Other instruments can
include the liona (a large bass), the 6-stringed guitar, the
pandero (tambourine), the quijada de burro (a percussion
instrument made from the jawbone of a mule or horse), and the
marimbol.
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The marimbol, also known as
known as marimbula, marimbola
or marimba, consists of a series of
metal plates adhered to a sound box
that produce sound when plucked.
It originated from the African sanza
(thumb piano), and is related to the
larger marimba, origin Zimbabwe,
whose word has the same
etymology.
Lyrics are typically light and
humorous, and being folksongs of
previous eras, often include
subjects such as nature, sailors,
and cattle breeding. Singers may
participate in a particular style
called décimas, where improvised verses are exchanged.
Dances performed by pairs include rhythmic and complicated
footwork called zapateado that complements and supports the
musicians. As the musicians play, locals gather and dance
atop a wooden platform known as a tarima.
The most famous son jarocho among non-Mexicans is “La
Bamba.” Yes, this is the same “La Bamba” made famous by the
late Chicano Ritchie Valens, although the earliest verifiable
recording was in 1939. “La Bamba,” referring to the dance, may
be derived from the verb bambolear (to sway). And the arriba
(up) part of the song refers most likely to the nature of the
dance, in which the zapateado accelerates as the song and
dance continue. The song is typically accompanied by one or
two arpas jarochas, jarana jarocho, and the requinto jarocho.
Lyrics to the song vary greatly, as singers often improvise
verses while performing. It is frequently played at jarocho
weddings.
So, what is the “son part of son jarocho? It does mean sound,
but as in a genre or type of music, versus sonido the ordinary
meaning of “sound.” Therefore, son jarocho is a subset of son
Mexico, as is son mariachi. And of course, there is son Cubano.
If you have heard the Cuban lyrics “Para bailar el son hay que
llevarlo en el corazon”, or, “To dance the son, you have to carry
it in your heart”, (having been to Cuba, I think you have to also
have it in your hips).
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Creators of the Pleasure of Music
By Carole Reedy

L

istening to music is merely one way to enjoy it. We
also derive satisfaction from reading about it. Here's
a small list of books whose subjects are the giants of
music. Choosing any of the books below should
enhance your understanding and enjoyment of the
composers, musicians, and the environments of their eras. The
prestigious authors grant us additional pleasure via
exhaustive research and their insightful understanding of
musicians, music, and unique styles.
BEING WAGNER: THE TRIUMPH OF THE WILL
By Simon Callow
Even if you aren't British, you know the
name Simon Callow, not only as an actor
but of a director of theater, film, and
television. In addition, he's written
biographies of Orson Welles and Charles
Laughton.
In 2013 Callow performed his one-man
show Inside Wagner's Head, essentially a
100-minute lecture about one of the
world's most controversial opera
composers that asks the question “How is
it that Wagner has become the most
influential and most discussed European
artist of the past 200 years?” The evening
received rave reviews. Now, for those of us who missed the
theater event, Callow gives us a biography that further
investigates what it was like to be Wagner. What precisely does
he possess that places his music on a level with the gods? Most
agree he was a horrible man, but that is said of many artists.
Callow writes about the world Wagner created for himself.
Thomas Laqueur of The Guardian ends his review of Callow's
book by saying: “Few of us are comfortable travelling so near
the gravitational field of a man 'who had access to parts of his
psyche that most nice people hide from themselves' and who
created from such a murky source dramas and music of
horrible beauty.”
It can take some time for the ear to acclimate itself to the
complex combinations of notes and the spiritual and historical
implications of Wagner's operas. Best to sit back, relax, and
just listen to the sublime music. (I encountered the complexity
of Wagner's music myself when I played some supposedly
simple selections from his operas on the piano.)
TOSCANINI, MUSCIAN OF CONSCIENCE
By Harvey Sachs
The 939 pages of this tome are justified by
the grand subject of the biography. This
is Sachs' second biography of Toscanini,
and it's twice as long as the first. The
inspiration for the second book was new
material in the form of documents and
letters that Sachs edited in 2002. The
letters concern not only music and
politics; included also are passionate love
letters.
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It is agreed by all that Toscanini was a genius, a child prodigy,
and the man who brought classical music to the masses when
NBC and RCA convinced him to lead the new NBC Symphony
Orchestra. He appeared three times on the cover of Time
Magazine as well as numerous mentions in Life Magazine
articles.
He was a kind man and one of principle. Even though he was
the first non-German conductor to perform at the Bayreuth
Wagner festival, in 1933 he discontinued his performances
there, despite letters from Hitler requesting his presence. He
also fled Italy for America during the reign of Mussolini. Sachs'
complete study of the great Toscanini is at the top of music
lovers' lists this year.
THE NOISE OF TIME
By Julian Barnes
This is the only novel to appear on this
list. Julian Barnes is a unique writer
whose success is well known for those
who appreciate his creative approach to
storytelling and the style appropriate to
each subject. He's also famous for his
nonfiction works, such as Keeping an Eye
Open: Essays on Art, a compilation of
articles he's written that have appeared
in different venues over the years.
Recently, he published The Noise of Time,
which is a story of Dmitri Shostakovich
during the reign of Joseph Stalin. In this
novel, Barnes succeeds in relating the
daily, constant fear that Russia's most
famous composer of the 20th century experiences while
writing and producing his controversial atonal music.
Shostakovich fell in and out of favor with Stalin over the years,
and with each new artistic attempt the reader feels
Shostakovich's trembling and apprehension for his family.
The book opens with Shostakovich waiting with a suitcase at
the top of the staircase in the apartment building where he
lives with his wife and young child, who are sleeping inside.
We come to realize that every night he performs this ritual of
protecting his family while he awaits the arrival of the police to
arrest him for whatever infraction of Russian law he may have
violated with his music.

Great Traditional Mexican Food!
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Pravda, the official government newspaper, sometimes viewed
his work as “bourgeois and neurotic and nonpolitical.” Other
composers, such as Stravinsky, left Russia at this time.
Despite the oppression of Stalin and his cronies, Shostakovich
was and remains remembered as an innovative, important
composer. This novel also is reassurance to Barnes' loyalists
that his active mind continues to write fresh, innovative,
pertinent literature.
WHEN THE WORLD STOPPED TO LISTEN: VAN CLIBURN'S
COLD WAR TRIUMPH AND ITS AFTERMATH
By Stuart Isacoff
and
MOSCOW NIGHTS: THE VAN CLIBURN STORY---HOW ONE
MAN AND HIS PIANO TRANSFORMED THE COLD WAR
By Nigel Cliff
These two new books tell the fairy-tale
story of the young Adonis who captured
the hearts of the Russian people during
the Cold War of 1958. In April of that
year, the 23-year-old pianist Van Cliburn
participated in the first Tchaikovsky
International Competition in Moscow. It
was a time of tension between the US and
Russia (sound familiar?) with the arms
race in full tilt.
Cliburn's playing won over the Russian
audience, receiving an eight-minute
standing ovation, and he won the coveted
first-place prize among a field of highly
accomplished Russian pianists. On the
streets of Moscow the crowds shouted
“Vanya!” In the US he became a hero,
even gaining a spot on the prestigious
cover of Time Magazine. To this day, the
videos of Cliburn's emotional
performance 60 years ago are viewed on
YouTube and the Classical Arts cable
television station here in Mexico.
Both books give us an insight into
Cliburn the man and the politics of the
time, as well as his struggles with his
career and his sensitive aura. Maybe today we need another
Van Cliburn?
MARIA CALLAS: THE WOMAN BEHIND THE LEGEND
By Arianna Stassinopoulos Huffington
I couldn't complete this article without
mentioning the most famous woman in
the field of music, Maria Callas, who
graced this world for a short, but
powerful, time, using her voice to
dramatize the music of the greatest opera
composers of the past few centuries.
Fortunately, there are recordings of her
prime years, the late 1950s and early
1960s.
I chose this biography to
recommend because it received rave
reviews, and also because of a strange
notion I carry that that Huffington's
Greek origins give her a cosmic connection to Callas, who,
according to many, is the priestess of the opera.
Many Americans remember Maria Callas only for her
passionate love for Aristotle Onassis and the devastation of
that loss of love when he married Jackie Kennedy. Callas died
at 53 of a heart attack. For Callas fans, I highly recommend an
article by Michael Shae that appeared in the New York Review
of Books (January 24, 2015) entitled “A Definitive New Callas,”
in which he describes the talent that makes her one of the
greatest sopranos of all time.

Hi, Readers of The Eye !
I am so psyched to tell you about our new food magazine
Bite! The Eye just put out its 71st issue and over the
years we have had such a great response to the articles,
which focus on real information by real people and not
the puff-advertorial pieces we see in a lot of tourist-area
magazines. We aim to explore the positive and oftenoverlooked aspects of Mexico and to enhance people’s
appreciation of what a culturally fascinating and
beautiful place this country is.
While I love that every August is our Food Issue – one
issue a year is hardly enough to even scratch the surface
of all the interesting food happenings, customs, and
traditions of Oaxaca.
Bite will be bigger, glossier, have restaurant listings with
practical information such as hours of operation and
whether they accept credit cards and delicious
information about mouth-watering experiences you
won’t want to miss!
Like The Eye, Bite will be distributed for FREE in the best
restaurants and hotels, and of course, we will have an
online version so you can keep up even when you aren’t
on holiday.
Look for the Fall Edition of Bite in October!
Cheers,

Jane
Contact us if you are interested in
advertising opportunities:
TheEyeHuatulco@gmail.com
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On the Buses A Journey from Cancun to Oaxaca
By Jon Darby

Ramon Dominguez Neri
www.marinexposure.com

I

run a mezcal bar in London. For business reasons I
needed to get to Oaxaca. Flights to Oaxaca (via Mexico
City) were priced at over GBP 1000 – more than double
the price I paid for the same route last year. However,
flights to the popular package tourism destination of
Cancun were around GBP 600. By my calculation, if I could get
between Cancun and Oaxaca for less than the difference in air
fairs (GBP 400, or about MXN 9,500), I would see some more of
Mexico for free. So did I achieve it? Well there were a lot of
distractions on the way.
Firstly, as soon as I book the flights I realise it's whale shark
season in the Gulf of Mexico. If I didn't need to come for
business reasons I'd be highly unlikely to choose to travel in
the middle of the London summer (much rather miss some of
the winter). That makes the likelihood of coming back in the
same season low, and therefore a day out to see the whale
sharks essential. Seeing the sharks (they're sharks, not whales
… I asked) means getting to one of the islands off Cancun. My
flight lands just before 10pm and I promise an airport taxi
driver a healthy tip if he gets me on the last ferry to Isla Mujeres
at 11.30pm. I make it with just enough time to buy a beer from
the shop in the terminal. After a fantastic, open air, open beer,
moonlit ferry ride across the bay of Cancun I check into my
accommodation. That's one over-priced taxi, one return ferry
ticket, one night in a hotel, and one beer already spent. And I
have a feeling the whale shark trips aren't giveaways.
They're not. I pay USD 125 for a day out. I later find out from a
tour operator/cocaine dealer (I wasn't buying) on the street
that it's a bit steep. Should have been USD 100 at most,
possibly even £80. Or maybe he was just trying to build his fair
pricing credentials for the other deal he wanted to do, it's hard
to tell. In any case it was well worth the expense – what an
incredible experience (the whale shark trip, not the cocaine, I
couldn't tell you about that)!
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We leave at 7am and motor northeast for well over an hour (22
miles out) before spotting our first shark. New conservation
regulations state you need to be able to see at least 5 of the
beasts to get in the water and swim with them. I was a bit
worried about this as friends who have been on trips in other
parts of the world saw just one or two. I needn't have been.
Within minutes there must have been well over 100 sharks
around us! So we jumped in, two at a time, accompanied by one
of the boat crew (another new regulation). It's quite daunting
when you first get right next to one under the water – they're
seriously huge (up to 12 metres long—nearly 40 feet), and, not
forgetting, sharks. One will swim right past you, within
touching distance, like a beautifully spotted and glimmering
public bus. You'll try to swim after it for a bit, but obviously lose
it to the blue depths. Then you'll turn round to find another one
headed right at you with its massive mouth wide open scooping
up millions of plankton. How this enormous animal lives on
stuff so small it's barely visible to the human eye remains a
mystery to me. Anyway it's all quite shocking to start with but
you soon realise they couldn't care less about you swimming
nearby and just gracefully avoid you (you might get a knock if
you're right in the way).
We have a wonderful first hour with these animals, each of my
group getting in and out two by two and excitedly recounting
their close up experiences. After that I become glad I made the
early start. More and more boats appear, first on the horizon
(land is not to be seen anymore) and then right next to us.
Speaking to one of the guides, I find out the local authority
allows 170 permits per day for whale shark boats. They can
leave the island at either 7, 9, or 11am. They're obviously all in
touch with each other. They're all carrying a load of tourists
that would be seriously disappointed if they didn't see sharks.
So when a big school has been found it's just a matter of time
until all the boats come swarming. By midday we can count 80
boats around us. The sharks are almost penned in, and it's all
become a bit more Free Willy than Old Man and the Sea.

So we head back to the island. The crew anchor us off the north
beach – a perfect stretch of pure white sand with waist high
water a hundred metres out – and lay on a spread of fresh fruit
and cold Coronas. Paradise. After a swim we head back to the
dock where a ceviche and BBQ red snapper lunch is being
prepared – delicious. I may have been able to find a cheaper
boat, but these guys were great. Casa Del Buceo – highly
recommended.
The widely accepted method of transport
around Isla Mujeres seems to be golf cart. I
can see the appeal, especially if you're an
American family of 4, like most of the
tourists here. But I was conscious of the
many hours on buses that awaited me, so I
rented a bicycle to get some exercise. This is
when I fully realised things are a lot more
expensive up here than down in Oaxaca.
The starting price, for a complete rust
bucket of a bike, was MXN 300 (£14 or USD
17) per day – you can get a car for that in Oaxaca. I negotiated a
little and very much enjoyed a couple of laps around the island
on two wheels, but by now I'm well into my budget. Since last
count there's been an excellent yet pricey boat trip, a couple
more night's accommodation, a few island price meals, and an
expensive rusty bike rental. And obviously quite a few cold
Coronas. It's time to get off this island.
An obvious way to save on accommodation costs is travel by
overnight bus. Thankfully they're pretty good here. Still a bit of
a challenge if you're really tall (like me), but totally manageable
in terms of comfort, very well run, and punctual. It's about
MXN 600 pesos for the seven-hour journey from Cancun to
Campeche.
Not really sure what I'm doing in Campeche, it's just on the way
and I wanted to stop somewhere with fewer tourists and a
decent Internet connection. It's a very pretty colonial town immaculately restored buildings. It was nice to be somewhere
that you need to use some Spanish, and to generally be
amongst daily Mexican life. But if comparing it to Oaxaca
(difficult not to), there's no contest for me. Less art, less
interesting food, less mezcal, less fun. And the Internet wasn't
great anyway. Didn't stop the bills racking up though. I must
be a good 7,000 pesos into my 9,500 peso budget, and I still
need to get through the state of Chiapas and into Oaxaca.

Huatulco’s Opera Club
By Brooke Gazer

I

t may not be the New York Metropolitan Opera performed
live at Lincoln Center, but for those who love opera, we do
have a small club that meets monthly. The club was
begun in 2013 by Salvador López and Miguel Ángel Lugo,
who are big opera aficionados. Apparently, Salvador had
an extensive collection of DVDs that he was willing to share
and an informal group was formed.
In July, Carmen the romantic tragedy by Georges Bizet, was
performed by London's Royal Opera Chorus and Orchestra.
Earlier this year, The Mikado, a more contemporary comic
operetta by Gilbert and Sullivan, featured Opera Australia.
The Opera Club meets the first Thursday of each month from
November to July in the Auditorium at Mansiones Cruz del
Mar, which is located on Punta Santa Cruz. Seating is limited,
so if you would like to attend, please reserve in advance.
A donation of 100 pesos/ person is requested to cover the cost
of using the auditorium. Meetings begin at 6:30 PM, with each
person bringing wine and some finger food to share during the
pre-show reception and intermission. The performance begins
at 7:00 PM.
For more information:
www.facebook.com/HuatulcoOperaClub
To reserve: casahoffa@aol.com
Brooke Gazer operates Agua Azul la Villa, an oceanview B&B in Huatulco.
www.bbaguaazul.com

The obvious stop in Chiapas is San
Cristóbal de las Casas – a small
colonial town in the hills, surrounded
by indigenous villages – apparently
not unfamiliar with religious conflict.
San Cristóbal has been recommended
to me many times over, but even so
there was only time in my schedule for
a flying visit between night buses. It's
a very nice place to wander. The air is
fresh and cool. The coffee is fresh and
hot. And the textiles are extremely
good value. My favourite sight of the
short stop was that of seemingly every taxi in town, hired out,
entirely covered in balloons (including windows and hubcaps),
and filled with families allowing the children to incessantly
honk the horns. Some had even rigged the alarms to go off
while they were driving. I didn't work out what it was all for, but
it made quite the racket.
So after a lot of walking and local coffee, the inevitable
purchase of an unnecessary scarf, dinner, and a debate about
Brexit with a couple of German lawyers in a wine bar, I boarded
the bus to Oaxaca. Made it! But did I make it under £400? Not
quite. But not far off. And I had a lot of fun trying.
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A Hidden Musical Venue:
Sala Manuel M. Ponce
By Marcia Chaiken and Jan Chaiken

Nearly 10,000 people visit the
magnificent art deco Palacio de
Bellas Artes (Palace of Fine Arts)
in Mexico City each week. Most
head up the wide marble stairs to
see the striking murals by
luminaries including Rufino
Tamayo, Diego Rivera, and David
Alfaro Siqueiros. Many have
purchased the relatively
expensive tickets for the Ballet
Folklórico de México, the National
Opera, or the National Symphony
Orchestra that take place in the
impressive main hall. But most
tourists pass by the door to the
Manuel M. Ponce Room without
noticing it is there.
For local classical music lovers
and a few savvy foreigners, Sala
Ponce is the heart and soul of Bellas Artes. Unlike the visually
distracting surrounding building, this room, with its clean
lines, stark décor and gleaming woods, makes clear that the
space is dedicated exclusively to listening to and learning
about music. The architecture promises and delivers great
acoustics.
This room is the home of the extraordinary Orquesta de
Cámera de Bellas Artes (OCBA). Formed over 50 years ago
with the original name of Yolopatli (cure for the heart), this
chamber music group rapidly reached international acclaim.
Each member is individually a virtuoso, yet under the current
direction of composer/conductor José Luis Castillo, they
function as an organic whole. Their concerts reach near
perfection.
Other stellar chamber music groups also perform in Sala
Ponce. Many are drawn from the abundance of extraordinary
talent in Mexico such as the Cuarteto Latinoamericano,
Música de Cámara (UNAM), the Ensemble Tamayo, the
Contemporary Guitar Ensemble, and the Tambuco Percussion
Ensemble. Others, such as the Belgian Quartz Ensemble,
travel to Mexico from countries around the world.
Individual artists also play in the Sala. Although these worldclass musicians come from many countries in Europe and
Latin America, some of our favorite concerts have been
presented by faculty of the Mexican National Conservatory of
Music. In additional to their music, they often present very
informative descriptions of the lives of the composers and
sometimes oddball facts about past performances of their
compositions. One memorable evening we spent listening to
the Chair of the Piano Department lecture and play a selection
of music from many centuries, ending with compositions by
Manuel M. Ponce, the namesake of the Sala.
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Ponce, the Mexican composer who
was born in 1882 and raised in
Aguascalientes, was known in
much of the country as a child
prodigy. Like Mozart and other
musical geniuses, he began writing
compositions at an age when most
children haven't yet entered
kindergarten.
He entered the
National Conservatory of Music in
at age 19, so accomplished that two
years later the faculty encouraged
him to leave and begin his
international career of performing
and composing. His repertoire
included a wide variety of piano and
guitar compositions, chamber
music, orchestral symphonies and
songs deeply rooted in folk music.
Although Ponce died in 1948, his
music has been incorporated for
decades in soundtracks for films
such as Like Water for Chocolate.
Ponce would no doubt be delighted to see the diverse audience
that flocks to the room dedicated to his memory. Since tickets
are very inexpensive and available at ubiquitous Ticketmaster
offices, the concerts attract the hoi polloi of music lovers. Most
concerts are general seating, so ticket holders line up at least
an hour before a performance in order to sit close to the stage.
And, to Americans accustomed to seeing predominantly senior
citizens at classical concerts, the appearance of small groups of
enthusiastic teenagers waiting to enter Sala Ponce is most
refreshing.
Just being in the waiting line is an experience in itself, as the
line winds around the grand foyer of the Palacio and for some
reason is never released until a minute or so before the
performance. Sitting on a step or relaxing against a wall, you
become a part of the conversations among people snaking past
you to the Sala Ponce. Suddenly a rumor passes that the head
of the line is moving, and everyone becomes alert. Everyone
who rushes into the sala has purchased a ticket in advance, so
don't expect to show up and simply join the line. Find tickets
online at Ticketmaster by searching for “boletos para Sala
Manuel M Ponce” but don't expect to be assigned a specific
seat.
At the performances we have attended, the audience is dressed
casually and behaves in an informal but attentive manner.
The youngest children may rush up standing in front of the
first row and rest their chins on the stage, barely moving
during the music. When OCBA plays, you do not have the
typical three-to-six instrumentalists of a chamber music
ensemble before you, but an entire orchestra filling the stage.
The part written in the score for first violin is played by about
six violins, and so on to the violas, cellos, and other
instruments. Yet the tight coordination you expect in chamber
music is still there, and if you focus you can hear each separate
instrument. The sound fills the room and envelops you, lifting
you into the realm envisioned by the composer.

Mazunte Jazz Festival
By Leigh Morrow

T

his November, during National Conservation week,
jazz lovers will be making a pilgrimage of sorts.
Much like those loading the car, and traveling long
distances to check off their bucket list, this
summer's solar eclipse. The International Mazunte
Jazz Festival, in its 12th year, is like that. Millennials and
boomers, and all ages in between travel, mostly from the
Americas, make the trek to the tiny beach community of
Mazunte, Oaxaca a ten-minute walk from my home in San
Agustinillo. These jazz aficionados listen to musicians they
may or may not recognize, attend music clinics, eat regional
Oaxaca cuisine at the artisan marketplace, do group morning
yoga and watch in awe, as rehabilitated turtles are released
back into the ocean.
Sponsored by the Mexican Tourism Department and the
Federal Mexican Government, the three-day event which runs
from November 18th-20th, 2017 is all about putting Mazunte
on the map, but the origins of the jazz festival date back long
before Mazunte was proclaimed a Pueblo Magico and gained
status as a tourism destination. Pure fused jazz and rhythms
like trova from the roots of Cuba, reggae and jazz rock all have
their notes included in the menu. Iraida Noriega, Earl Thomas
and Jennie and the Mexicats are three of the double digit
headliners who crowds will dance and bop on the beach to,
while the magnificent Pacific Ocean waves crash, like a
constant back beat at the venue.

Our last guest preview profile goes to Iraida Noriega. Born in
August of 1971, she splits her time between radio broadcasts,
songwriting and auditioning. She is one of Mexico's top jazz
singers. Iraida began singing alongside her father Freddy
Noriega at the age of seven. Ten years later she left home for the
bright lights of New York City where she studied music for
three years. In 1993 she returned to Mexico and has remained
an active participant in the jazz music scene. However, Iraida
has been recently performing in front of thousands in places
like Boston, Los Angeles and the Latin Festival in Lincoln City.
Iraida has been awarded a federal funded project that took
compositions by Mexican composers from the early 1940s then
performed these old songs by The Big Band and Iraida. This
new composition from the files of post war years, will be
recorded in the fall.
The International Jazz Festival in Mazunte is a rich diverse
program with plenty of room for new talent to have a stage and
be recognized. If for nothing else, it is a great time to go to
Mazunte, San Agustinillo or Zipolite, for the beach and surf
action, and get treated to first class music entertainment in the
evenings. It's a bit of magic that lands in Mazunte for three
days in November, fitting for a pueblo nick-named just that.
Leigh Morrow is a Vancouver writer who owns and
operates Casa Mihale, a vacation rental in the seaside
community of San Agustinillo. You can view her
property at www.gosanagustinillo.com

Jennie and the Mexicats mix jazz, rockabilly, folk, flamenco,
reggae into a signature style that is almost impossible to
imitate. The band's lyrical topics jump from one location to
another, from a table at a flamenco cafe, to a beach in Jamaica,
or a plaza in Mexico, this band has no borders or limitations on
creative expression.
Earl Thomas is another headliner who has wowed the North
American stages and ignited enthusiastic audiences across
Europe. With his musical background in Rock and R&B, he is a
wickedly infectious story teller, sharing his memories about
growing up in small town Tennessee. According to his
biography, he owned a transistor radio that he rigged with a
coat hanger antenna wrapped around a kitchen cabinet door.
When he tilted it in just the right direction he could pick up the
faint signal from Nashville. There was an unknown singer that
Earl loved to listen to, but never quite caught his name. One
evening he tells the story, of his family gathered round the TV
to watch the American Music Awards. When one of the
performers came on and started singing his song, the young
Thomas jumped up and started yelling “That's him, that's him”
. That mystery voice he had listen to over so many nights, was
none other than Rod Stewart. The two singers have never met,
but no doubt that meeting is on Earl's bucket list. Those early
radio waves filled with jazz and rock, shaped this musician who
has a very large fan base in Switzerland and other parts of
Europe. A night of drinking in his contagious stage
performance goes down as smoothly as the fine Tennessee
whiskey produced in his hometown hills.
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Music of the Border:
As Complicated as the Border Itself
By Deborah Van Hoewyk

I

n my time between marriages, I wallowed in country
music. Back in the 70s, it wasn't as slick-pop as
nowadays, so it was definitely good for
wallowing—broken hearts, drinking in bars, cheating
hearts, drinking in cars, lonely nights and neon moons
and juke boxes (in bars), and even more drinking. But one
day, New York City's WHN played something that sounded
completely different: “Before the Next Teardrop Falls” hit #1
on the Billboard charts for both Country and Pop, driven by a
sentimental declaration of undying love delivered in a
distinctive tenor, every word clear, the style straightforward,
the melody eminently singable. Freddy Fender had arrived.

The Corrido. The last half of the 19th century was a time
when Anglo ranchers along the border started intermingling
with Mexican ranchers, which worked out for a while, but by
the 1890s, the more entrepreneurial Anglos were starting to
subordinate the Mexicans in an exploitative labor
relationship. The corrido ballads express Mexican reactions
to this ethnic/racial subordination. Peña quotes from “El
corrido de Kiansis,” which describes a cattle drive from Texas
to Kansas in which 30 American cowboys couldn't keep the
500 steers together; 5 Mexican cowboys, however, had them
all penned up in 15 minutes. In various corridos, Mexicans
are portrayed as unacknowledged heroes who show up
American ineptitude, greed, or stupidity.

Named the Most Promising Male
Vocalist of the year in 1975 by
the Academy of Country Music,
with Single of the Year going to
“Teardrop,” Fender was
eventually quoted as wanting to
be the first Mexican-American
inducted to the Country Music
Hall of Fame. We're still waiting
on that, but Fender entered the
Tejano Music Hall of Fame in
1987 and the Texas Music Hall of
Fame in 1999, evidence that his real talents lay not in
American country, but in the music of the border, with all its
varied influences.

The corrido image of Mexicans changes drastically over time,
however; as border Mexicans migrate to northern cities, they
integrate into different levels of the established Anglo class
structure; they also encounter more prejudice. The corrido
image of Mexicans transforms from hero to victim, in an
expression intended to elicit defensive action against
discrimination. A corrido from the 1950s memorializes the
struggle to arrange burial for a Mexican-American soldier
killed in the Philippines; when his body was returned to his
family, the local funeral home in Three Rivers, Texas, refused
to accept it. The Mexican-American community began
pressuring local authorities so effectively that Senator
Lyndon B. Johnson arranged for burial in Arlington National
Cemetery.

Born Baldemar Garza Huerta in
the town of San Benito, Texas, in
1937, to a Mexican-American
mom and a Mexican dad,
Fender's work epitomizes the
musical and social “stew” that
makes up border music: Tejano,
conjunto, orchesta, pachuco
(Fender's album Eddie con Los
Shades combines pachuco and
rock), among many others; his final recording (2001) was of
Mexican boleros, titled La Música de Baldemar Huerta.

The Conjunto. This genre, too, presents an oppositional
face to majority culture, but in a very different way. Unlike
corrido, conjunto's key characteristic is not so much its form
or content, but the particular sounds and rhythms produced
by its key instrument, the button accordion. First appearing
in the border area in the later 19th century, the accordion was
popular with both Mexican and Anglo working classes, in
large part because it was so well suited to lively dancing,
including, of course, Mexican polkas. Middle- and upperclass Anglos, along with Mexican-American middle-class
folks pursuing the path to assimilation, were appalled by the
fandangos, or “low-class dances” where conjunto was
played.

Key Genres of the Border
The roots of border music started growing in the nineteenth
century, when the US-Mexican “border” was a fairly fluid
concept. Then again, in cultural terms, a border is almost
never the precise line you see on the map. A cultural border
is where the supposedly separate cultures interact—socially,
politically, economically, artistically.
Mexican
anthropologist Manuel Peña sees in three border genres (the
corrido, the conjunto, and the orchesta) reflections of the
complex and conflicted relationship between Mexicans and
Anglos in the border region.
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Supported by the bajo sexto
guitar and tambura de rancho
(ranch drum), conjunto
ensembles evolved a bit as the
accordion developed, but then
took a giant leap in the 1930s as
major U.S. recording companies
started issuing albums of
Southwestern music. Master
accordionist Narciso Martinez
transformed the conjunto when
he began emphasizing the higher “melody” buttons rather
than the oom-pah-pah bass buttons.

The sound of conjunto brightened up immensely, challenging
“even the formidable mariachi,” according to Peña in an article
in Smithsonian magazine. Post WWII “modern conjunto”
innovations included adding trap drums and the contrabass to
the ensemble, and adding vocals, often in ranchero (country)
style, to what had originally been purely instrumental music.
Still popular today, the conjunto remains the expression of
working-class tastes and themes, historically in opposition to
the orchesta.
The Orchesta. The orquesta tradition would have been most
familiar to our parents, because it represented a “refined”
border music preferred by Mexican-Americans who wanted to
assimilate into Anglo culture and social structures. While
there had always been “orchestras” to play Mexican music,
modern orquesta reflects that shift in the 1930s, accelerated
after WW II, to assimilation among middle-class Americans.
Before the shift, orchesta wasn't all that different from
conjunto, but once the Mexican-American middle class market
for a “classier” music emerged and the record companies came
calling, more professional and innovative orchestas appeared.
Innovations consisted of “cleaning up” the more earthy music
of conjunto, incorporating music to accommodate
northern/Anglo (remember learning the foxtrot?) and other
Latin dances (rumba, anyone?). All in all, it was música jaitón
(that would be “high-tone”), that could easily mix in the canción
ranchera to gently remind everyone of their ethnic heritage.
Studies of orchesta music find that it's fading, however,
struggling to live on after the generation that championed it.
Keeping Up with Border Music
Perhaps the best-known source of
border music was Ideal Records,
bought out by Arhoolie Records, or
maybe Folklyric, now issued by
Arhoolie as well. Arhoolie has
assembled single CDs and series
of CDs, ranging from Orquestas de
cuerdas (The String Bands,
recorded 1926-38) to a series on
The Roots of Tejano and Conjunto
Music (recorded in the 1950s).
Just google!
As for Freddy Fender's bicultural
success, he was a key player in The
Texas Tornados, which comprised
Doug Sahm, Augie Meyers, and
Flaco Jiménez from San Antonio,
and Fender; they won a Grammy
for Best Mexican-American
Performance for their song “Soy de
San Luis.” Fender and Jiménez
were also members of Los Super
Seven, along with David Hidalgo
and Cesar Rosas of Los Lobos,
Ruben Ramos, Joe Ely, and Rick
Trevino; Los Super Seven won a Grammy for Best MexicanAmerican Performance on an album.
You'll have noticed that this has
been an article about male
musicians—in the next Music
Issue of The Eye, you'll hear about
the “unsung” women of border
music. From Lydia Mendoza, “La
Alondra de la Frontera” (The Lark
of the Border), who put out her
first recording in 1928, to Selena
Quintanilla-Pérez, shot to death at
24 by the president of her fan club
in 1995, they'll be here.

Top 5
Mexican Bands
You Should Know About!
By Jane Bauer
Los Tigres del Norte
With origins from Sinaloa, Mexico, the
band was formed in 1968 when the
members were just teenagers. They
gained a cult-like following when their
lyrics started to portray some of the
violence faced in Northern Mexico. The
band ranked at number 15 in the list for
"The 30 Most Influential Latin Artists of
All Time" by Billboard Magazine.
Listen to: Jefe de Jefes
Los Ángeles Azules
With cumbian sounds, this is music you will hear in any village
baile throughout the country. The band was formed in 1976 by
the kids of the Mejia Avante family. In 2014 they launched a
new musical genre, cumbia sinfónica, as they performed their
greatest contemporary hits with the Mexico City Symphony
Orchestra.
Listen to: ‘El Listón de tu pelo’ with the Mexico City
Symphony
Maná
The so-called U2 of Mexico, Maná are a
pop rock band from Guadalajara that
have maintained their popularity since
forming in the late 1980s. They have won
4 Grammys and achieved worldwide
recognition. They are often considered to
be the most successful Latin American
band of all time.
Listen to: De pies a cabeza
Caifanes
Formed in 1987 in Mexico City, this rock band is influenced by
British new wave and progressive rock with a definite Latino
sound. The band broke up in 1995, (several members formed a
new band Jaguares). The original band reunited in 2010 to
play Coachella. Caifanes continues to play festivals and
concerts and are celebrating their 30 year anniversary with a
new album.
Listen to: Afuera
Café Tacvba
Formed in the 90s and named for a
Mexico City coffee shop (legal reasons
forced them to change from Tacuba to
Tacvba), this band is heavily influenced
by 80s alternative rock bands like The
Clash, The Smiths and The Violent
Femmes. They have experimented with a
variety of styles of music from ska to
punk to ranchera and metal- giving their
sound a diversity between each album.
They have a concert in CDMX on November 23rd.
Listen to: Que no
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Rhythm and Resistance
By Kary Vannice

T

ake a quick look at the
political unrest in nearly
every corner of the world
today, flipping through
scenes of bombings,
riots, protests and war-torn
countries, you'll see horrifying
images and people holding signs
calling for social justice.
But take those same scenes from
around the globe and listen,
instead of look, and you'll likely
hear something incredibly powerful
and universally remarkable hidden in the
background – lyrics.
Songs of protest are being written, composed
and performed by artists from diverse
nationalities, in different languages, and in
many distinct musical genres. From rap to
country to pop, music has become a form of
political activism, and a way to both speak
out against the establishment and unite
people in a common cause.

In 2014, here in Mexico, when 43
students from Ayotzinapa went
missing, the music community
responded with dozens of songs
dedicated to the injustice, many of
which “called out” the government's
handling of the crime and blatantly
pointed out the misconduct and
corruption surrounding the murders.
Protest songs have long been an
artistic way to rally people to a social
cause and pierce the veil of the status
quo. They have been with us through
times of war, women's suffrage, civil rights,
unwarranted legal actions, and unjust
discrimination. Arguably, the protest song is a
tool used largely by what is deemed the “left” or
anti-establishment movement. But music itself
has no agenda, so, in the hands of the
establishment, it has also been used to compose
political propaganda intended to “re-educate”
and control populations.

Art has always served as a refuge and uniting force during
turbulent times. Music is art. From its very inception, music
was created to bond people together. And in modern times, it
has become a very powerful tool in the cry for egalitarianism.

Historical music can help us make sense of an era we did not
experience ourselves; listening to music from other countries
and cultures today can help us better understand the struggles
of its people. Even if you do not understand the lyrics, the
emotion can be felt and understood.

The protest song is certainly not a modern-day creation.
Politically charged music has been played for centuries in all
parts of the world. Even Beethoven's Ninth (Ode to Joy) is said
to have been written as a call for political reform.

Today's global airwaves are filled with lyrics that demand social
change. And those lyrics can be heard in Arabic, English,
Spanish, Russian, Lebanese, Congolese and many, many more
languages, each song encouraging the listener to take a stand.

Even in countries and regions of the world where “free speech”
is not permitted, protest music finds a way. Musicians played
key roles in social uprisings in countries like Egypt and Tunisia
and, more recently, in Venezuela. However, knowing the power
of music to unite and incite, even United States officials
banned Billie Holliday's song Strange Fruit from the radio in
1939 due to its descriptive telling of black lynchings in the
southern states.

In his book Rhythm and Resistance, Ray Pratt notes that “No
music alone can organize one's ability to invest affectively in
the world, [but] one can note powerful contributions of music
to temporary emotional states.” Emotion is what makes protest
songs so powerful and effective.
Songs such as these unite us in an emotional state, for better
or for worse. What we as individuals choose to do with that
emotion is up to us, but there is no denying that for centuries,
music has played a powerful role in shaping our lives and our
political views, and will continue to do so for centuries to come.

Expats Living in Mexico Should Become Bilingual
By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D.

I

f you live in or annually spend significant periods of time
in Mexico, and don't have at least a decent working
knowledge of Spanish, you are doing yourself (and
native Mexicans) a disservice. Of course in most places
in the country where Canadians, Americans and Brits
frequent, it's not necessary; but really, consider this.
1. Relative to other languages, Spanish is an easy tongue to
master, not suggesting that there are not some who simply
don't have the facility to learn a second language.
2. As suggested, you can certainly have a rewarding life without
the language. However, let's say that in your hometown of Los
Angeles you have ten good friends. That's from a pool of four
million. If you live in Oaxaca City with a population of 400,000,
and also have ten American people with whom you regularly
socialize, what's the likelihood that you really have something
in common with them, other than language, if from a pool of
four million you have only been able to muster ten? You're
selling yourself short.
3. Culture. Hopefully the decision to live in or at minimum
winter in Mexico was based on more than climate and cost of
living. You appreciated and perhaps to a limited extent you had
had the opportunity to participate in some of the rich traditions
of a diversity of ethnic groups. Having non-English speaking
friends exponentially increases the opportunities for you to
engage with them, and be asked to attend their weddings,
funerals, baptism and quinceaños; to rejoice, to grieve, to
interact and to learn. There's much more to culture in Mexico
than celebrating St. Patrick's Day, the 4th of July, and even
festivals designed in large part for tourists such as Oaxaca's
mezcal fair, mole festival and Guelaguetza. Think about the
cultural importance of becoming a god-parent to a young boy
or girl, and being considered a part of his/her family.
4. Medical/Dental. Returning to the theme of pool of
potentials, in many Mexican expat centers there are
professionals offering their services who are either American,
Canadian or British born, and many medical and dental
practitioners who have otherwise spent time in the US taking
courses and honing their English language skills. But many of
the best in their fields are not all that adept at a foreign tongue.
Do you not want the best, without having to impose upon
bilingual friends to assist you with translation?

5. Charitable work. To the credit of many in expat centers in the
country, they have had a tremendous impact on indigenous
and marginal communities; however, by learning Spanish,
expats can do so much more such as using their foreignlearned skills to assist with, for example, psychotherapy,
business development, technology, and the list goes on.
Teaching English is of course important, but there is so much
more that can be done, and you may have the skills to impart.
6. Even attempting to speak Spanish is a sign of respect. Do not
be disrespectful to those in your host country. Learn the
language. You'll be treated better.
Participating in expat events and community activities such as
those organized by garden, bridge and writing clubs is
commendable, and certainly at the outset of embarking on a
new life, enables one to slowly become acculturated into the
broader Mexican society. But be careful. When my wife and I
first moved to Oaxaca permanently, we visited the Canadian
Consul. She gave us only one piece of advice: not to get too
drawn into the orbit of the city's expat community, for fear of
never getting out of it and missing so much of the reason we
decided upon a new life in Oaxaca. While we are certainly not
fully bilingual, honing our Spanish language skills has made
living in Mexico that much richer an experience for both us,
and many of those around us.
Alvin Starkman operates Mezcal Educational
Excursions of Oaxaca (www.mezcaleducationaltours.com),
taking visitors to the state capital into the central
valley hinterland and beyond, to learn about and
sample this century's most coveted spirit, as well as
photograph and interact with artisanal distillers and
their families.

Mezcal
Educational Excursions of Oaxaca TM/MR
While in the state capital, learn about this century's
most coveted spirit by spending a day with recognized
authority Alvin Starkman. Visit rural artisanal
distilleries (palenques) using both ancestral clay pot
and traditional copper stills. For novices and
aficionados alike. Sample throughout your excursion
with no obligation to buy.

www.mezcaleducationaltours.com
mezcaleducationaltours@hotmail.com
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Calendar
On the Coast Recurring Events:
AA Meetings:
English AA 6pm, Puerto Escondido Cafecito
Rinconada, Every Thursday
English Al-Anon 4:30pm, Puerto Escondido
Cafecito Rinconada, Every Saturday
Weekly Markets
Pochutla Market- Every Monday
September
Saturday, September 2nd
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm
Saturday, September 16th
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm
Sunday, September 24th
Encuentro de Cocineros - Local cooks gather with
sample dishes to raise money for local charities.
2pm Santa Cruz 100 pesos
October
Saturday, October 7th
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm
Saturday, October 14th
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm
Sunday, October 29th
Encuentro de Cocineros - Local cooks gather with
sample dishes to raise money for local charities.
2pm Santa Cruz 100 pesos

Oaxaca City Recurring Events:
AA Meetings (English)
Daily - Monday and Thursday - 7 pm
Also Saturday at 1 pm - All 12 step groups welcome.
518 Colon
Religious Services
Holy Trinity Anglican Episcopal Church Sundays 11
am
Crespo 211 (between Morelos and Matamoros)
Liturgy followed by coffee hour. Information 951514-3799
Religious Society of Quaker Friends Meeting,
Saturdays 10 am Free. All are welcome. For more
information and location, contact:
janynelyons@hotmail.com

Weekly Markets
Etla Market, Every Wednesday
Tlacolula Market, Every Sunday
Biking
Oaxaca is More Beautiful on a Bicycle, Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday & Sunday - 9 to 10:30 pm Free,
Meet in front of Santo Domingo Church
Rental bicycles available at Mundo Ceiba, Quintana
Roo 2011
You must bring a passport or Oaxacan credentials.
They have tandems, too!
Ethnobotanical Garden Tours in English
Weekly - Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday - 11 am
$100 pesos. Entrance Reforma and Constitutión.
Bridge
Tuesday Bridge Game at Oaxaca Lending Library,
Pino Suarez 519, $20 pesos, no partner necessary,
starting at 1:00PM
Garden Club
Monthly - 1st Wednesday Free
The Oaxaca Garden Club is dedicated to: learning,
sharing and education about gardening, agriculture
and nature, primarily in Oaxaca. To receive the
monthly notices of activities, send an email to
oaxaca.garden.club@gmail.com
Hiking
Weekly - Tuesday & Friday 9 am - November thru
March Minimal cost for transportation. Hoofing It In
Oaxaca (http://www.hoofingitinoaxaca.com/) is a
program of weekly hikes for adventurous gringos
who hanker to explore this part of Mexico on foot.
Reservations required.
Tour to Teotitlán del Valle
Weekly - Thursday and Saturday - 9 to 5 pm $750
pesos
Instituto Cultural Oaxaca, Av. Benito Juárez 909
Travel, Learn, Fight Poverty. Fundación En Via
(www.envia.org/)

Small Crab
Boat Tours
Snorkeling, Fishing
Dolphins, Bay tour
Contact us for
an amazing day
on the water!
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Full Moons
September 6th
October 5th

Cel: 958 124 2095

Chiles&Chocolate
Cooking Classes
Huatulco, Oaxaca

The best way to learn about a culture is through its food.
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
TUESDAY- By the Sea
-Ceviche
-Oven Roasted Shrimp Seasoned
-Baja-style Fish Tacos
-Shrimp Mousse
-Michelada with Clamato
WEDNESDAY- Mama’s Kitchen
-Black Mole- This is the most exquisite and
complicated Mexican salsa.
-Yellow Mole
-served with Rice and Chicken
-Mezcal Margarita
THURSDAY-Fiesta- Perfect recipes for
your next party!
-Poblano and Nopales Emapanadas
- Jicama Salad
-Beef Tamales in Corn Husk
-Rum Horchata

Chiles&Chocolate Cooking Classes offer a delicious culinary and
cultural experience that explore a variety of Southern Mexican
cuisine. Our hands-on classes ensure you will leave prepared to
recreate the dishes when you get home.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Small Groups
Hands-on
Instruction in English
Recipe Manual
Free Gift Bag
Lunch and Drinks Included
All classes start at 9:30am
Transportation Included

Cost: $85 USD per person
Cooking Classes are 3-4 hours
Zimatan, Huatulco

Tel. 958 105 1671

Cel. 958 100 7339

chiles.chocolate@yahoo.com
www.huatulco-catering.com

FRIDAY- Street Food- A great intro to
Mexican Food.
-Salsas
-Handmade Tortillas
-2 types of soft tacos fillings
-Sopes
-Tlayudas
-Jamaica Margaritas

